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NOTES AND COMMENTS

Banks and Banking—Joint Accounts—Rights of Survivor

A deposited money in a building and loan association. After his marriage to B they went to the Association and had the ledger sheet and passbook changed to read “A, or wife, B.” When A died intestate, C, his son by a previous marriage, brought suit against B claiming that the deposit belonged to the estate and not to B as survivor. The North Carolina Supreme Court affirmed the lower court’s judgment for C by holding that when A deposits money in an account in the name of A or B, in the absence of rebutting testimony of an agreement or a gift, it merely creates an agency in B to withdraw such funds and upon A’s death the agency terminates and the funds become a part of A’s estate.¹

The case affirms previous North Carolina cases.² What is interesting, however, is the fact that when A and B changed the account they also signed a signature card purporting to be a subscription for optional savings shares for A or B, to be held as joint tenants with right of survivorship. Because B had failed to serve a case on appeal, the Supreme Court stated that it would consider only exceptions presented by the record proper and accordingly considered the exceptions addressed to the conclusions of law made by the trial judge on the facts as found by him. Thus the lower court’s finding of fact that the signature card was not executed for the purpose of transferring the old account to a joint account with survivorship rights was held to be conclusive.³

This case still leaves open in North Carolina the question concerning the rights of a survivor to an account opened by A with his own

¹ Hall v. Hall, 235 N. C. 711, 71 S. E. 2d 471 (1952). While other courts do not apply the agency principle to a similar situation, the same result is reached. Packard v. Foster, 95 N. H. 47, 56 N. E. 2d 925 (1948); Philleppser v. Emigrant Industrial Sav. Bank, 274 App. Div. 1026, 86 N. Y. S. 2d 133 (Sup. Ct. 1948).

² In some states an account opened by a husband in the name of husband or wife creates a tenancy by the entireties. Hoyle v. Hoyle, 66 A. 2d 130 (Del. Ch. 1949); State Bank of Poplar Bluff v. Coleman, 240 S. W. 2d 188 (Mo. 1951); Alcom v. Alcom, 364 Pa. 375, 72 A. 2d 96 (1950); Sloan v. Jones, 192 Tenn. 400, 241 S. W. 2d 506 (1951).

³ There is no tenancy by the entireties in personal property in North Carolina. Turlington v. Lucas, 186 N. C. 283, 119 S. E. 366 (1923).

⁴ Redmond v. Farthing, 217 N. C. 678, 9 S. E. 2d 405 (1940); Nannie v. Pollard, 205 N. C. 362, 171 S. E. 341 (1933); Jones v. Fulbright, 197 N. C. 74, 148 S. E. 229 (1929) (certificate of deposit), noted in 8 N. C. L. Rev. 73 (1929).

⁵ The lower court found that the card was only for subscription of shares which were not issued. An official of the Home Building and Loan states that the card was a signing in respect to the existing account and that the term “Optional Savings Shares” referred to the savings account. The actual shares of the Building and Loan available for subscription are called “Full Paid Income Shares.” Recently the Home Building and Loan changed the name “Optional Savings Shares” to “Savings Account.”

"Optional Savings Shares" to “Savings Account.”
money in the name of A or B, payable to either or to the survivor; and, incidentally, the rights of A and B during the lives of both. Because survivorship as an incident to joint tenancy is abolished in North Carolina, the right to survivorship of a joint bank account must be founded on some other grounds.

The rights of A or B as a survivor to a joint account have been based on five theories: (1) trust, (2) joint tenancy, (3) statutory presumption of survivorship rights, (4) gift, and (5) contract.

(1) and (2) appear to be theories of the past. The lack of a trust intent and of a trust res renders the trust theory inappropriate, and the creation of a survivorship account does not meet the requirements of the common law unities necessary for joint tenancy.

This is the scope of this note. The litigation usually arises in respect to the rights of A's estate against the rights of B as a survivor for the balance of the joint account. Thus A's personal representative tries to obtain all the balance and B does likewise. There is a noticeable absence of cases where both A and B have deposited money in the joint account. It can only be surmised that the reason for this is that a personal representative of A will only bring an action against B when he knows that all the money in a survivorship account was deposited by A. Clearly B could show consideration from both himself and A in creating a contractual right in the survivor when he too has contributed to the account. See Berrerick v. Courtade, 137 Ohio St. 297, 28 N. E. 2d 636 (1940).


No case based on either of these theories has been found from an examination of cases decided in the past seven years where the formula was merely a contractual right in the survivor when he too has contributed to the account. Thus personal representative tries to obtain all the balance and B does likewise. There is a noticeable absence of cases where both A and B have deposited money in the joint account. It can only be surmised that the reason for this is that a personal representative of A will only bring an action against B when he knows that all the money in a survivorship account was deposited by A. Clearly B could show consideration from both himself and A in creating a contractual right in the survivor when he too has contributed to the account. See Berrerick v. Courtade, 137 Ohio St. 297, 28 N. E. 2d 636 (1940).

Joint tenancy as spoken of here is the common law tenancy which is created by law and is not to be confused with a statutory joint tenancy as discussed at page 98. See notes 8 and 14, infra.

For cases based on these two theories see 7 Am. Jur., Banks §§ 434, 435 (1937).
The statutory presumption theory, (3), stems from banking legislation. Today, when A makes a deposit for a joint checking or savings account, most banks furnish him with a signature card which must be signed by both parties. These cards expressly provide that the deposit shall be payable to either or to the survivor. This is done pursuant to a banking statute which relieves the bank of liability to either of the parties or to their legal representatives on paying either or the survivor. All forty-eight states and the District of Columbia have such a statute. Thirty-six of these do not expressly relate to the rights of the parties or the survivor but at least four of these by judicial interpretation create a presumption that the money is the property of the survivor.

The statutes of thirteen states go further by expressly creating property rights in the joint account. Eight of these thirteen statutes

9 N. C. GEN. STAT. § 53-146 (1943, Recompiled 1950). "When a deposit has been or is hereafter made in any bank, trust company, banking and trust company, or any other institution transacting business in this State, in the names of two persons, payable to either, or payable to either or the survivor, all or any part of the deposit, or any interest or dividend thereon, may be paid to either of said persons, whether the other is living or not; and the receipt or acquittance of the person so paid is a valid and sufficient discharge to the bank for payment so made."

Discussed in 9 N. C. L. Rev. 14 (1930).

Even with the above statute, the bank cannot allow the survivor of a joint account to withdraw the balance without retaining a sufficient portion to pay inheritance taxes or interest which would thereafter be assessed under the tax law; and if the account was in the name of husband or wife, twenty per cent must be retained. Failure of the bank to comply with the provision, except under certain stated exceptions, renders it liable for the amount of the taxes and interest.


11 In re McIlrath, 276 Ill. App. 408 (1934) (prima facie contract rebuttable by showing no intention to contract); Cashman v. Mason, 166 F. 2d 695 (8th Cir. 1948) (Minn.; rebuttable presumption that it is a gift of a joint interest); Leverette v. Aimsworth, 199 Miss. 652, 23 So. 2d 798 (1945) (rebuttable by proof of no intent to create joint ownership); Parkening v. Hafke, 157 Neb. 678, 46 N. W. 2d 117 (1951) (survivor takes unless terms of the account are to the contrary).

provide a conclusive presumption that the owner intended to vest title in the survivor. 3

Ten of the thirteen create a statutory joint tenancy. 4 Even where there is a conclusive presumption of ownership in the survivor, 5 the fact of joint tenancy is rebuttable during the lives of the joint tenants; 16 and in some of the jurisdictions creating joint tenancies and conclusive survivorship rights, 17 the fact of joint tenancy is rebuttable as to any money withdrawn by the survivor during the deceased's life. 18

It is in those states whose statutes create a conclusive property right in the survivor that the statute plays the dominant role in the cases. Where the statute states no property right, or such right is expressed but rebuttable, then the survivor must then depend on one of the other theories to recover.

521 (1947); CAL. BANKING CODE § 852 (1949); COLO. STAT. ANN. c. 18 § 45 (1935); ME. REV. STAT. §§ 56 36 (1944); MICH. STAT. ANN. § 23.303 (Moore 1943); MO. REV. STAT. ANN. § 7996 (1939); N. J. STAT. ANN. § 17:9A-218 (1950); N. Y. BANKING LAWS § 134 sub. 3; VT. STAT. REV. §§ 8779, 8780 (1947); WASH. REV. CODE § 30.20.010, 30.20.015 (1950); W. VA. CODE ANN. § 3205 (1949); WIS. STAT. §§ 221.45, 222.12(9) (1951).

(1) Alabama. No survivorship case found.
(4) Maine. Presumption applies only to accounts in name of husband or wife, or in name of parent or child up to $5000.
(5) New York. It may be proved that deceased depositor was incompetent at the time of making the deposit to rebut the presumption. Application of Hayes, 279 App. Div. 823, 109 N. Y. S. 2d 144 (Sup. Ct. 1952). This conclusive presumption applies only when the money was deposited in a savings bank and does not apply when made in a commercial bank. In re Duke's Will, 108 N. Y. S. 2d 875 (N. Y. Surr. Ct. 1951). See also WASH. REV. CODE. § 30.20.010 (1950).
(8) Wisconsin. The right of the survivor is by virtue of a contract.


Arkansas, California, Colorado, Michigan, Missouri, New York, Washington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. The Vermont statute, note 12 supra, states that an "absolute joint account" is created.

See note 13 supra.


Compare notes 13 and 14 supra.

Paterson v. Comastre, 244 P. 2d 902 (Cal. Sup. Ct. 1952); Morrow v. Moskowitz, 255 N. Y. 219, 174 N. E. 460 (1921) (Survivor may take the balance but if he withdrew money during the life of deceased he may have to pay this amount to the estate if it is proved A had no intention to create joint ownership in the account); Munson v. Haye, 29 Wash. 2d 733, 189 P. 2d 464 (1948).
A survivor who must base his recovery upon the gift theory, runs into technical difficulties. The basic elements of a gift inter vivos must be proved—donative intent and delivery. Control over the passbook by A may prevent the survivor from taking the balance. Some of the courts realize that only one person can have a passbook at a time and that the actual subject of the gift—money on deposit—cannot be manually delivered. As a result, some courts have streamlined the gift theory by saying that the signing of the signature card by both parties is prima facie evidence of a gift. Another traditional problem, however, may face the survivor and upset his prima facie case. A showing of a confidential relationship raises a presumption of fraud.

The beauty of theory, is that it does not have to depend upon a statute or the interpretation thereof, upon technical requirements such as those relative to gifts, or upon inappropriate property law as concerns the unities of joint tenancies. For these reasons, this theory is being accepted by a growing number of state courts. The contract is found in the words on the signature card. The theory is well expressed in Hill v. Havens where A changed his bank ac-

---
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For notes supporting the theory see: 17 U. Cin. L. Rev. 402 (1948); 38 Harv. L. Rev. 243 (1924); 32 Ill. L. Rev. 57, 70 (1937); 8 N. C. L. Rev. 73 (1929). 242 Iowa 920, 48 N. W. 2d 870 (1951).
count to A or B, as joint tenants with right of survivorship. In that case the Iowa court said: "It is now the settled law in Iowa that when a definite written agreement . . . is made by a depository bank with its customers . . . such agreement is binding upon the bank and the parties signatory. . . . The contract is that the bank will, in consideration of the funds with it and the creation of a debtor-creditor relation between itself and its depositor, consider them as owners in joint tenancy . . . and that upon the death of either depositor any balance in the account shall become the absolute property of the survivor." The survivor's contractual right is that of a third party beneficiary or a donee-survivor. When the contract is complete, stating that the balance shall be the property of the survivor, parol evidence as to the intention of A in creating the account will not be admissible unless there is an allegation of fraud, deceit, duress, or mistake. When both parties are living, the form of the deposit is not conclusive and parol evidence of the intention of the parties is admissible because there is no question of survivorship rights.

This leads to the incidental point concerning the rights of A and B in dealing with the survivorship account while both are living. Where the property rights of A and B are determined under statutes creating joint tenancies, there is a rebuttable presumption that each should get one-half; however, A may show that there was another agreement concerning the funds or that all the money in the account was his property. Litigation between A and B under the gift theory would depend

30 Id. at 929, 48 N. W. 2d at 876. Note particularly the court's construction of the joint tenancy contract that the bank will consider the depositors as owners in joint tenancy. Query: Does this actually make A and B joint tenants with respect to themselves or to creditors or other third parties during the lives of A and B under the contract theory? A and B may not have contracted between themselves for a joint tenancy. This would tend to support the theory of the cases in note 34, infra, that during the lives of the parties, parol evidence is admissible as to the rights of parties or their existing creditors to show the realities of ownership.

32 This name for the survivor was invented in Matthew v. Moncrief, 135 F. 2d 645 (D. C. Cir. 1943).
34 Harrington v. Emmerman, 186 F. 2d 757 (D. C. Cir. 1950); Union Properties, Inc. v. Cleveland Trust Co., 152 Ohio St. 430, 89 N. E. 2d 638 (1949). Logically, this seems unsound. If the contract calls for joint ownership with survivorship rights, why should parol evidence as to the intent of A in creating the account be excluded when the rights of a survivor are in question but allowed when determining the rights between A and B during their lives?
35 Wallace v. Riley, 23 Cal. App. 654, 74 P. 2d 807 (1937) (that if A should recover from an illness, B would transfer his interest in the funds back to A on request).
upon B's ability to prove a gift of a joint interest in the account. If proved, B would get one-half;37 if not, A would be entitled to the whole amount. When the rights of A and B are determined, during their lives, by a court which uses the contract theory in survivorship cases, it would seem that each party should take one-half if the agreement speaks of them as co-owners or joint tenants. But it has been held that the ownership is determined by the person who places the funds in the account.38

As a practical matter, the ability of A or B to withdraw funds deposited by A in a joint account during the lives of both depends upon who is in possession of the passbook.39 To determine the right of A or B to withdraw from the account, the nature of the account must be determined. Obviously, if no present rights are found in B, he would have no withdrawal rights. Assuming that B does have an _inter vivos_ right to the account, this right may be interpreted in several different ways. When either party draws out the _total amount_, one result is that the joint ownership is traceable to any new account in which the sum withdrawn is deposited, and if the withdrawer predeceases the other, the latter takes the whole amount as survivor.40 Another result of a total withdrawal is that it severs the joint ownership and the withdrawer is responsible to the other for one-half.41 A third solution is that each party bears the risk that the other will withdraw the whole amount; and when this is done, it will destroy the interest of the other.42 Where more than one-half but less than the total amount is withdrawn, it has been held that the money retains its joint character;43 but where less than one-half was withdrawn, there is no such joint right.44

39 Of course if it were a checking account, either party could write a check for the whole amount. This would not necessarily mean that the whole amount would be treated as the property of such withdrawer. See cases in notes 40 and 41 _infra_. No distinction is made by the courts between savings accounts and checking accounts in themselves; but as pointed out in note 19, _supra_, a delivery of a checking account passbook does not meet the delivery requirement of the gift theory.
42 McLaughlin v. Cooper's Estate, 128 Conn. 557, 561, 24 A. 2d 502, 504 (1942). This is based on the fact that the deposit agreement states "payable to either".
44 In re Suter's Estate, 258 N. Y. 104, 179 N. E. 310 (1932). The court said at page 310: "Joint ownership of a bank deposit does not differ from any other joint ownership. Nothing in the Banking laws prevents one joint owner from destroying the joint ownership in the entire deposit to the extent of his withdrawals of no more than his equal share for his own use. . . ."
The pros and cons and the differences between the above theories are not just academic in respect to North Carolina law on the subject. We have no authority on the rights of a survivor to a joint bank account made payable to the survivor.\(^4\) Justice Barnhill, however, in the principal case furnished a lead when he said:\(^5\) "It may be that in fact the account existing at the time Hall and wife visited the office of the Building and Loan Association was the subject of the agreement (italics added) evidenced by . . . [the signature card stating a right of survivorship] . . . and that the feme defendant has a valid claim to the balance remaining in the account at the time of the death of her intestate. If so, she has failed to bring up the evidence so as to enable us to review the findings of the judge in the light of all the testimony."

Justice Barnhill does not mention whether the agreement should be between \(A\) and \(B\) or whether it could be between \(A\) and the bank for the benefit of \(A\) and \(B\). There is North Carolina authority to the effect that survivorship may be the subject of a valid contract,\(^4^7\) regardless of the fact that survivorship is abolished as an incident of joint tenancy.\(^4^8\) Also North Carolina has recognized third party beneficiary contracts.\(^4^9\) There seems to be no reason why the North Carolina court

---


\(^5\) For death and gift tax aspect of joint bank accounts see: Petition of Hanson, 232 P. 2d 342 (Mont. 1951); In re Perier, 122 Mont. 9, 195 P. 2d 989 (1948); In re Comb's Estate, 90 N. E. 2d 440 (Ohio 1949); In re Kleinschmidt's Estate, 362 Pa. 353, 67 A. 2d 117 (1949); Shatton's ESTATE PLANNER'S HANDBOOK §§ 41, 42, 43 (1948); CCH INHERITANCE, ESTATE AND GIFT TAX SERVICE—N. C. STATE TAX ¶ 1570 (7th ed. 1944); Op's. N. C. Atty. Gen., CCH INHERITANCE, ESTATE AND GIFT TAX REPORTER ¶¶ 17, 148; 17, 636 (7th ed. State Current 1950).

\(^4^7\) In Hairston v. Glenn, 120 N. C. 341, 27 S. E. 32 (1897) there was litigation over a survivorship account but the court said that the question of survivorship was not before them because the survivor only claimed one-half of the balance.

In a case litigated over the right to shares made out jointly with right of survivorship, the survivor was not allowed to take the entire amount because of failure to prove a gift inter vivos from the deceased. Buffalo v. Barnes, 226 N. C. 313, 38 S. E. 2d 222 (1946). A dissent by Justice Barnhill raised the question concerning joint tenancy created by contract. For an analysis of this case see 25 N. C. L. Rev. 91 (1946).


\(^5\) See note 5 supra.

\(^4^0\) Canestrino v. Powell, 231 N. C. 190, 56 S. E. 2d 566 (1949). This case cites practically all the North Carolina cases dealing with these contracts. These cases recognize the right of a third party to sue when a contract is made for his benefit. If the bank paid the money into the estate, the survivor could bring an action for it. If the bank paid the survivor and an action was brought by the personal representative of the deceased against the survivor, the court could easily hold that the survivor has received his benefit under the contract which cannot be defeated.
would not allow the survivor to take the balance as in Hill v. Havens, supra, whether the contract be for joint ownership with right of survivorship or whether it be for payment to either or to the survivor. 50

There is a need today for a definite rule by which a person may deposit money in a bank with the assurance that he can make use of the money during his life and that upon his death his wife or some designated person may have funds to live on without waiting for the administration of his estate. A recognition of the contract theory could assure this. If this theory is not followed, then legislation should be passed to make a conclusive right in the survivor.

CHARLES E. NICHOLS.

Constitutional Law—Freedom of Speech—Motion Pictures

"Expression by means of motion pictures is included within the free speech and free press guaranty of the First and Fourteenth Amendments." 51 Thus the Supreme Court of the United States, in a recent unanimous decision, overturned the thirty-seven year old precedent of Mutual Film Corporation v. Industrial Commission of Ohio; 2 and paved the way for a substantial judicial rewriting of the law relating to the official censorship of motion pictures, a practice currently authorized by statute in eight states, 3 and by ordinance in perhaps 75 cities. 4

The motion picture, from its early years a cause of concern to municipal officials fearful of its potential for evil, 5 was first subjected to

50 Most North Carolina banks use only the words "payable to either or to the survivor." The Home Building and Loan Association, in addition to this, uses the joint tenancy feature. If the contract theory were followed, the survivor's rights would be the same in either case; but if a dispute developed between A and B over the account, B's chances would seem to be much better if joint tenancy or joint ownership words were used. See notes 30 and 34, supra. For suggestions in drafting joint account signature cards see: 1 Paton's Digest; Legal Opinions and Banking Law §§ 1810, 1811 (1926).


4 Florida, Kansas, Louisiana, Maryland, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Virginia. For current statute citations, see note 14, infra.

5 Kupferman and O'Brien, Motion Picture Censorship—The Memphis Blues, 36 Cornell L. Q. 273, 276 n. 24 (1951); Note, 39 Col. L. Rev. 1383, 1385 n. 17 (1939). For a comprehensive view of the development and operation of legal film censorship see Inglis, Freedom of the Movies (1947); Chahee, Free Speech in the United States 540-548 (1941); Ernst and Lorentz, Censored: The Private Life of the Movies (1930); Note, 64 A. L. R. 505 (1930); Notes, 39 Col. L. Rev. 1383 (1939), 60 Yale L. J. 696 (1951); Comment, 49 Yale L. J. 87 (1939).

6 Motion pictures were invented by Edison in 1889, and first publicly exhibited in 1894. Inglis, Freedom of the Movies 75 (1947). In 1909 New York banned children under 16 from commercial movie theaters unless accompanied by a parent or guardian. 1 N. Y. Laws 1909, c. 278. That provision remains a part of the New York law. N. Y. Penal Law § 484 (1).

The circumstances under which films are normally shown—the darkened theater, the freedom from outside distraction, the brightly lighted screen—all